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70 YEARS
Hawk and squad show
their soft sides
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BYBETHANYMAILE
News Reporter
David Morriss and Tom Labrecque were
announced ASBSU President and Vice
President, Friday in the SUB's dining hall.
Morriss and Labrecque took home 726
votes, leaving competitors Wolfe and Greene
with 560 and Skaggs and Campbell with 394.
Boise State experienced its largest voter turn
out in 11 years, totaling 1,702 votes.
Morriss said his first objective in office is to
appoint a diverse cabinet.
"I want representatives from all fields so
.1 can feel the heart beat of Boise State stu-
dents," Morriss said.
Morriss also emphasized the importance
of representation. "The whole point of stu-
dent government is to give students a voice. I
want Boise State students to know I have an
open door. I'd encourage every student with
a concern to contact me."
Election results are unofficial until ap-
proved by the ASBSU Judiciary.
Following are the results for the ASBSU
Senate:
Representing the College of Arts and
Sciences is Erin Loeppke, Katherine Medina
will represent the College of Education. The
senator of the Applied Technology college
will be Latisha Clark and the senator for the
College of Business and Economics will be
- Scott Blakeslee. Pam MaGee will be the sen-
atorial voice of the College of Social Sciences
and Public Affairs, and Renae Gering will
serve as the graduate senator.
The senator-at-large winners include Jared
Martin, Wyatt S. Parke, Tabielle Antchekov,
Carlos Luna, Jefferson Day, Jesse Menlove,
Joe Holladay and Bryan Scott Blades.
B T E u
As the ASBSU election results came out Friday afternoon, the presidential victors David Morriss and Tom Labrecque celebrate with enthusiastic supperters.
Election spam raises questions
,
about mass email policy
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FROM 1,702 VOTING STuDENTS
COLLEGE SENATORIAL CANDIDATES
Erin Loeppke, Arts III Sciences
Katherine Elizabeth Medina, Education
Romlro CDstro, Applied Technology
LaTlsho Clark, Engineering
Scott Blakeslee, Busll\e~S
Manuel Villegas, Business
Ashley Pisani, Soc Sciences & Pub Affairs
Pam MaGee, Soc Sciences III Pub AffaIrs
Spencer Henderson, Health ScIences
Renae Gering, Graduate
.BYANDYBENSON
Editor-in-Chief
50 -- thus skirting BSU's mass
email policy.
Morriss was unapologetic
about the email, saying that the
email addresses are available to
anyone with a Broncomail ac-
count, and that his campaign
was careful not to violate BSU's
mass email guidelines.
"We know the rules," Morriss
said. "We kept it under 50 be-
cause that's the code."
However, administrators took
a dimmer view of the tactic.
"It's obviously within the let-
559
539
654
, 391
561
426
625
424
554
794
689
AT LARGE SENATOR CANDIDATES
Jared Martin
Wyatt S. Parke
"Belle" Tablella Antchekov
leff DeHaven
Carlos Luna
David Paul
Jefferson Day
Jared S. Cooke
Jesse Menlove
Joe Holladay
Bryan Scott Blades
560
726
394
19
EXECUTIVE CANDIDATES·
Wolfe & Green
Morriss III Labrecque
Skaggs & campbell
No Vote
A mass email sent to stu-
dents by ASBSUPresident-
elect David Morriss has raised
the eyebrows of administra-
tors, who must now determine
whether to revise the Boise
State email policy. Morriss'
campaign compiled a list
of student email addresses
through Bronconiail's address
book tool, then sent a letter to
students in batches less than
State Board approves new grad programs
the board, is a proposed mas- Kustra also made mention of Applied Technology at BSU.
ter's in fine arts with an empha- research collaborations in the "There is no question that it
sis in dramatic.writing program. future with other Idaho lnsti- could have a dramatic impact
Boise State President Bob Kustra said the program would tutions., on access to postsecondary ed-
Kustra pitched his vision for' create a partnership between Addressing the issue of the ucation in the Treasure Valley
BSU's future to the State Board the university and Boise's artis- undergraduate program at and could also accommodate
of Education Friday, detailing tic community, Boise State, Kustra noted the students With remedial needs,
objectives that will allow the Kustra also placed consider- strain that increased enroll- one of the. real success stories
university to evolve into a met- able emphasis on research at ment has produced. of the community college," he
ropolitan research institution. the university. "In the last few years, we said
Kustra's progress report "Our goal is to conduct re- find ourselves blessed with in- Thursday the board quickly
outlined a plan focusing on search that connects Boise State creased undergraduate enroll- approved the university's no-
strengthening Boise State's un- to the community of Idaho," he merit, but lacking the funding tice of intent for a master of
dergraduate program, an in- said. to address the consequences science degree in mathemat-
creased emphasis on research; "Research that is targeted to of such growth ... shortages of ics. The approval allows Boise
and boosting the university's meet the needs of the economy classroom space, laboratory State to develop a full proposal,
graduate programs. and the businesses and indus- space and instructors to serve bringing the program one step
Kustra said growth in the tries of ldaho." the growing student body," closer to conception, The pro-
graduate programs is essential He also made note. of Boise Kustra said. gramwiU also offer graduate
to ..the administration's plan, State's drastic increase in ex- Kustra used the university's level' mathematics courses to
citing the need to meet the de- , temal research" grant money. growing need for more space students .in other.Ilelds of study
mands of students interested in Kustra- said that, over the past to draw focus onto the Canyon such as computer science and
continuing their education, 10 years, grant money has in- County campus. Inthis year's engineering.' ,
"Boise State is perfectly po- . creased nearly 300 percent to State of the University Address, Kustra's progress report was
sitioned to expand its gradu- $22 million -- a figure he sald . Kustra unveiled his desire to originally slated to bedelivereij
ate offerings ... thereby making hasasignificantimpactonlocal tum the, Canyon County cam- ,Thursday/btit an extendedei-
professional credentials acces- and state economies. Such're- pus into a coinmunlty college, eeutiV'esession by .the >SBOB
sible to the largest number of search; Kustra added, connects During his report to the-SBOB, pushed his address to Friday.
students at an affordable price:' the university with the commu- he also stressed the change, '. ....' .
""'~'-'Ktistnrsaid; ."- nlty-alld..fosters-economicde,,--saying_the-moV'.eJVO,ul!LtDke~~.·_ .. ,-. ~.:.L~---,~_, .~, "'c-;,~
Part of his, plan, Kustra told velopment.pressure off of the College of . .. ; ..
BYKYLEGORHAM
News Reporter
L~' _--'- __ . ~r, ---',---
ter of the law, but not within the
spirit," said David O'Neill, exec-
utive director ofBSU's Office of
Information Technology. But,
O'Neill added, he considered
the incident a student issue,
one best left to Student Affairs
Vice President Peg Blake.
Blake said the email flew un-
der the radar of the current pol-
icy, and that the policy might
be reexamined as a result.
"It brings up the interesting
question whether we should
modify our policy," Blake said.
"This seems to violate the spirit
of the policy, and that's some-
thing we should look into and
determine whether or not we
want to address it.
The policy defines mass email
as email sent out to more than .
50 students, except in instances
when a class has more than 50
students enrolled. Mass emails
require Blake's approval and,
according to the code, must be
"compelling, brief and to the
point."
Board of Education
holds the line on fees
SBOE shoots down additional fee re-
quest by BSU's sister universities.
BYLUCYWILLITS
Idaho.State Board of Education
BOISE - On Friday, the Idaho State Board of Education de~ed
Unive~ity of ldaho, Idaho State University andLewis-ClarkState
College's appeals for higher student fees. .. . .:' ...
The board previously approved a 7;31 percent increase Instu-
. dent fees for ISU, and 8.5 percent increases for LCSe:: and tJ of
I at its January board meeting. ISUand U ofIaPl?roaCh~dthe
board for permission to present fee increases above lQpercent
at the April board meeting; Botij requests t.illed,on ~2to4 yo~e;
LCSC asked the boardtoretbnsideritsorigitlal.feeiriC1:~;ro"
pos8I of 9.98 perceritandthe·mo~Ot1AAleti<J,i111.~X· YQte:,
State University and EaStern Illah,O'l'~-eo
proach~e boardf?radditio~~i!'l
"lbis is the bat'desr\''Pfetti,n'l'
Milford Tetrellconc;enu.ng'
increases for one iW~rslt1 '..' . ,.'.. ' ".
"One of the mOSt difficiJltdec:w6JiS
is whether .or not tQirierease:studentfee$I.:
Education President. ·Blake Hall.. "When
A _ "",,-,,'~_.~. ~.' : __ ~.-;:~~~~~:.~:,,;;:,,~~;~:_~~--;c;~:~;;.Jl_
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Admission rates surprise
University of Cal. leadersConstruction management
.students learn hands-on: ,(;",.
.. "
"' ... <. \
).·1'.', ., ,. BYBECKYBARl1NDALB
Knight Ridder Newspapers
A preliminary analysis of fresh-
men admitted to the University
of California last fall shows that
Asian-American students gener-
ally were accepted at selective
campuses at a slightly lower. rate
than similarly achieving Afncan-
American and Latino students.
The study's aim '
was (0 determine Tbo.nai)'lla .........
whether race and Monda)'ohowod:
ethnicity plays ~~~~~~tl~~~~I~ were.
a role in who h,gII" rates than pre-. I dieted at UC·Berkeley
gets into UC. t and UCLA, the earn-
grouped students ~~:~~t~~S~t~~~~ru~~~811
according to their repr ese ntelion remetns
likelihood of ad- ,e", low,
mlttance based on ;~~~~~~r~~~~~l;~~:.
academic perfor- er rates 'han predicted
mance, then com .. :~~~~~~~c~.ecampuses
pared their admis- -ta,mo/Chiceno stu-
sion rates by racial den" were edmtttec et
and ethnic group. ~I;~~~;:e~~~e;'~~~~~~;in
University of- tive camcvses
ficials 'insist the
data doesn't necessarily mean
that some students got special
treatment based on race or eth-
nlcity, which would run contrary
to California's ban on considering
those factors in admissions.
But if race and ethnicity are in-
fluencing admission decisions,
intentionally or unintentionally,
those practices will be changed,
UC President Robert Dynes said in
a statement.
ed." Ellingsford said. UEvery
year we have to have it [ma-
terials] donated or someone
buy it." '
The class teaches as much
as it can about every aspect of
construction --laying founda-
tion to supervising workers.
"We teach every part of the
actual aspect of constnIction
... we try to teach them as
much as we can in a service
learning [project]. It just de-
pends on what the nature of
the project is," Ellingford said.
"It's more of a teaching tool
to apply what you learning
in your classes and ... to give
back to the community," .
Last year was the first time
the class incorporated a ser-
vice-learning project.
The idea stemmed from
instructor John Martin. He
brought the service-learning
project idea with him from his
previous faculty position at
TexasA&M.
Construction management
is the only program in the
Engineering College that has a
service-learning component.
ment students set the posts in
concrete.
"That's how we teach our
class. We take the 141 stu-
dents and do different labs
that are hands-on from differ-
ent divisions of construction,"
Ellingford said.
The service-learning com-
ponent is designed to give,
students hands-on experience
while giving back to the com-
munity. Ellingsford said the
service-learning project de-
pends upon the opportunities
available to the class.
"As a class (we) debate what
we want to do," Ellingford
said. "It was just a matter of
when everyone could do it:'
The students had some
problems getting lunch do-
nated, but the Botanical
Gardens provided food and
drink. Some service proj-
ects are done with donated
materials, but the Botanical
Gardens paid for greenhouse
materiais.
Last year the class painted
migrant workers' housing in
Marsing, Idaho.
"One of the guys in our
group ... got the paint donat-
Class builds green-
house for the Idaho
Botanical Gardens for
. service-learning 'proj-
ect
BYMONICAPIDCE
News Reporter
Students from Engineering
class 441/141, a basic con-
struction course, finished
erecting a greenhouse in the
Idaho Botanical Gardens
on Saturday as part of the
course's service-learning
project.
Preston Elllngford was one
of 30 upper-division con-
struction management stu-
dents supervising the work.
The Botanical Garden's
greenhouse looks similar to
the greenhouses on campus,
Ellingford said, using a steel
frame and thick plastic skin.
On' Tuesday, the lower-di-
vision construction manage-
: ', '
PHOTO BY KRlSTA ADAM!\ITHI: ARBITER
The Boise State ,construction management club work to erect a new greenhouse at
the Idaho Botanical Gardens. '
Bush alienating some military voters who helped him win in 2000
itary people and their depen-
dents could spell trouble for
Bush in 2004.
A bipartisan "Battleground"
poll of likely voters conducted
in September found that Bush's
approval rating among relatives
of military personnel was only
36 percent. Family members
upset by Bush's policy on Iraq
are venting through Web sites
and public protests.
Democrats sense an oppor-
tunity to chip away at what's
been a mostly Republican base
since the United States turned
to an all-volunteer military in
1973. Kerry, the Democratic
presidential candidate from
Massachusetts and a decorated
Vietnam veteran, touts his mili-
tary record on the campaign
trail.
But the military vote isn't
monolithic.
whose decisive leadership
steered the military to victo-
ries in Afghanistan and Iraq.
But as guerrilla warfare drags
on in both countries, casual-
ties mount and the Army is
stretched ever thinner, many
voters in or affiliated with the
military are no longer saluting
the commander in chief.
. The failure to find weapons
of mass destruction in Iraq or
evidence that Saddam Hussein
was in league with al-Qaida,
lengthy deployments of active-
duty soldiers and reservists and
proposed cuts in veterans' ben-
efits and perks to military fami-
lies are threatening to erode
Bush's once-strong support
among military voters.
In the 2000 presidential elec-
tion, absentee military ballots
from overseas helped deliver
the narrow margin of victory
that sent Bush into the White
House. So even a small defec-
tion of current and retired mil-
BYWIWAM DOUGLAS
Knight Ridder Newspapers
WASHINGTON - When the
Bush campaign asked James
McKinnon to co-chair its veter-
ans' steering committee inNew
Hampshire - a job he held in
2000 - the 56-year-old Vietnam
veteran respectfully, but firmly,
said no.
"I basically told them I was
disappointed in his support of
veterans," said McKinnon, who
served two tours in Vietnam
with the Coast Guard. "He's
killing the active-duty military.
... Look at the reserves call-ups
for Iraq, the hardships. The
National Guard - the state mi-
litia - is being used improperly.
I took the president at his word
on Iraq, and now you can't find
a single report to back up or
substantiate weapons of mass
destruction:'
President Bush is seeking re-
election as a "war president"
Home Porlies
for Ladies ....
Romon[a Specialists
lastefully present
Roman[a Enhonrement
produdI, lingerie
& more In the [omlort
01 your awn home."Gome sit in our hot tubs
after hitting the slopes!"
OUR HOURS ARE: Reservations:
9AM - 9PM: MON-THURS 2405 B u Basin Rd
9AM- 10PM: FRt-SAT og S I •
1PM - 8PM: SUNDAY Call: 333-8827
Qr;;fn 'i[:lIcnill!! o/2'otiOllJ,
~.__" .. '.'. 'XaUj/,U)t f!f ~1I
·3674)06i-8;o~YOiitPQrtYf~d~!
ml~poll cUed In the 7th pamgraph U-'aJ a lun't)' of
1,000 registered likely ooten conducted betuwn Sepr. 7-
10, 2003. by Laie. Snt'll. Perry &1 Assodalrs Inc. and f1~
Tarrance Group. It had.a margin o/error orplus or minus
3.1,ltrrtnrawpointJ.)
Committees are still available. This is a great
opportunity to be involved on campus and a good way
to improve your resume. Stop by the ASBSUfront desk
and ask how you can be on one of these committees.
• Career Planning
• Major Exploration
• Job-Search Advising
• Internship Information
• Interview Training
• Job Listings
• Resume & Cover-Letter Assistance
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Hot springs for spring break
BY MICHEllE SELlS .
Outdoors Reporter I.mI HoIllprlnp Foundation1~()0.4~597 Of
wwwJavahotspfings.Of!l·
MlradeHoIllprlnP
2()8.54~2
SIIpn T1IcMIaand SprInp Ruort
2lJ8.a37-4987
TwIn IIprInp RMOft
2()8.861·1226 or
www.lwInspringsldaho.com .
For wild hot oprlnp ...
www.5Oak.com
Regular readers will recognize
a familiar theme in this week's
. article -- the power of hot water,
There is nothing more soothing
or relaxing than a soak in one of
Mother Nature's bathtubs. Hot
springs in Idaho are spread far
and wide and Spring Break pro-
vides a great opportunity to ex-
plore these natural wonders.
Lava Hot Springs is located
on the Portneuf River 150 miles
north of Salt Lake and is the larg-
est commercially developed hot
springs in the state, using about
2.5 million gallons of water per
day. The Shoshone Indians deed-
ed the springs to the federal gov-
ernment in 1902 and in 1911 they L.:..;,_---'---'~
passed into state control. PHOTO COORTESY Of MICHElli SELlS
The state operates two wonder- The scenic cabins available at the Lava Rock hot springs provide relax~tionforall.
fuI facilities at Lava Hot Springs,··
the first being a Roman style
soaking pool with sunken gar-
dens. The water temperature
in these pools at the low end is
about 107 degrees. These pools
are not designed for horseplay or
swimming but for the simple joy
of soaking. The sunken gardens
that surround the pool are gor-
geous in the spring and summer
and add to the relaxing effect of
the waters.
The second state facUity is an
Olympic-size pool at the west end
of town. The pool's temperature
is a great deal lower, about 80
degrees. This pool has high and
low dives as well as other aquat-
ic equipment and is paradise for
children and adults alike.
The city itself is adorable with
a main street about eight blocks
long full of historic hotels with
hot tubs and swimming pools,
and a variety of shopping and
dining establishments. There are
also a variety of camping and RV
facilities available. The location,
the people and the facilities make
this a great destination spot.
Don't miss out on this opportu-
lent fishing.
Spring in the mountains is spec-
tacular, as they come alive with
green, growing things and the
wildlife abounds. Twin Springs
resort is the closest to BSU, only
about 40 miles away. But, don't
let the mileage fool you, the road
to Atlanta is all gravel and often
rough, so allow yourself plenty of
travel time.
With over 200 hot springs in
nity, go see for yourself the fun to geology, beauty and history. Its Idaho, the choices available to
be had there. location, just one and a half hours you are endless. You can go to a
Another great commercial hot from Boise, makes it easily acces- commercially developed site or
springs location can be found sible to everyone. choose a very secluded mountain
even closer to home in the If you are interested in peace, location. Many hot springs are
Thousand Springs Scenic Byway quiet-and a lack of crowds, then with-in just a few hours of Boise
area. Here a visitor can find two you should visit Twin Springs and all of them warrant a visit.
great hot springs facilities, Sligars Resort. Twin Springs Resort Spring Break is a time to drop
Thousand Springs Resort and is located on the Middle Fork your worries and responsibilities
Miracle Hot Springs. Sligars is a of the Boise River just beyond and hot springs are a great way
huge indoor facility, the pool is Arrowrock Dam. This resort was of forgetting it all. As the warm
immense and the water tempera- . a historical stop for miners on water washes over you, you will
ture is between 90-96 degrees. In their way to Atlanta and has since feel released. Take advantage.
addition to the main pool there served as a school, a bar and of the great spring weather and
are 17 private indoor hydro jet home to many residents. don your suit for the first time
pools large enough for you and Today the resort features four this year. All of the facilities men-
seven of your closest friends. different private cabins equipped tioned in this article require res-
Miracle Hot Springs has two for visitors. Three of die cabins ervations in advance; please see
outdoor pools and 19 roofless - have two rooms with private hot . the important information listed
. but enclosed -- private soaking tubs on the deck and the third is below.
pools. The temperatures in the a three bedroom also, equipped
pools range from 100-110 degrees with a private hot tub. The cabins
and are handicap accessible. All are lovely.
the buildings at Miracle are geo- The rustic and historic
thermaly heated. main building houses arti-
Both Sligars and Miracle offer facts from the mining era
camping on site and other ac- and a bar. Remnants of
commodations can be found in mines and sluices can still
the town of Hagerman. Again, be found on the hillsides
the wonderful setting here makes surrounding tile resort. The
this a very worthwhile trip. The cabins are adjacent to tile
Thousand Springs area is rich in Boise River and offer excel-
Some college graduates head back
to school after finding no work
At MPC. headqual1el'Od in Nompa. 1dM>o. _ doli"... higI>-quoIity Pes with
haKlwate. --... on<! ",Mces. and wperio< custom« - - oupport.w•• ra seeking dynamic. proficient individual. to acquire. develop and
maintain commercial accounts. If )00'" looking for. ~ ule.
challenge and want a chance to control your unlimited •• rnlng
power. !hI. job la for youl Ideal candidate wiN have f"'O"k>ua outbound
cold calling e><perience .Iong _ 8 PO"""" rocord in developing
end maintaining 8 aol;d ~ bose. Multiple poaruono...-.
0....p8Y + Commlsaion. We 011... compe<_ bene/i1s
end cornpeosotion. F..... 1es & -
.,. encouroged to oppIy.
BY LAURA STEELE
Milwaukee Journal Sentinel
hire 13 percent more new
graduates than last year.
However. after two years
of declines In hiring entry-
level workers, job seekers
might be competing with
'03 graduates.
There will be more entry-
level accounting, finance
and computer science jobs,
according to the National
Association of Colleges and
Employers, a Bethlehem,
Pa., the company's survey
found.
With the modestly better
outlook, some students are
returning to class next fall
or working as interns.
"People have gotten laid
off. The work still needs to
get done. So they hire an
intern at a fraction of the
cost," said Laura Kestner,
director of Marquette's
Career Services Center.
Mark Skiffington, a Se-
nior engineering student
at Marquette University,
isn't looking for work. He's
going. back to school. So
is Cynthia Zimmerman, a
Marquette senior majoring
in accounting.
"I was looking for a job in
the fall, but now I have de-
cided to get my master's"
degree, Zimmerman said.
"Most of my friends have
decided to go back, too."
With three months until
graduation, college seniors
are facing a job market that
appears to be marginally
better.
The outlook, accord-
ing to two national sur-
veys, improved over the
past two y~ars. Companies
surveyed said they plan to
WE'RE
HIRING
INSIDE SALES ACCOUNT MANAGER
Sunday Worship Service
@ 10:45 am
in the Lookout Room,
Student Union Bldg
SBOE
from page 1
logic that if the state can't af-
ford to allocate more funds be-
cause of economic conditions;
why does someone assume that
students aren't effected by die
downturn in the economy and
have the ability to absorb dou-
ble digit increases?"
"The Board wants what's best
for everybody -- students and
the institutions. It's a very diffi-
cult decision. I'm very support-
ive of institutions having funds
they need, but I'm troubled by
the thought of going through a
second round of fee increases
and asking students to pay die
brunt of the increased costs
faced by our institutions," said
board member Rod Lewis.
To all who are spiritually wC-lty and seek rest;
to all who mourn an<llong (or corrlort;
to <III.....ho sbuggk <In<l<loire "ictoty;
to all who ~illan<l need a Sqvfot;
to all who are str<lll9etS ami W;jrlt (dIO\V5hlp;
to all who hunger ami th~t after righteousnos;
all<l to v..!J0<.'Vet \'1111 come--
this church opens wide hcr 4c:>0t5
an4 offe15 her welcome in the nan)e
of the lord Jous Christ.
January we attempted to bal-
ance the needs of the -institu-
tions witil the ability of students
to pay for increased fees. I have
difficulty in understanding the
Pastor: Brad Chaney
Weekly Communion
For'a Sleelhead:
THE' INTERMISSION IS TEN MINUTES TO
CATCH HIS BREATH
SO What wudoin' tonight?
Idaho st;elta.e:ds Hockey I $10 WHHSTUDENT m.
INCLUDES ADMISSION
& SMALL BEVERAGE
----~-~~---~-Get'JOUr tlckets-aHhe-8ank-Of.Americi-C~ntrell~JC,Offlcaor In.the Student UnionBulldhlg.
Limittwo per student ID *$18-special doe~not apPly'f~~Saturd~YGa;;;~~~'-' . . -
For You:
ITIS TEN MINUTES TO GET TO
THE BATHROOM
.NEXTGAI\'IE$ ._,~,
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Thls Island,ldaho. ,
IIAMfTHe !.OBSYlSTALLS, ,"GFlSA$" CAN (AJ WHICH
SSTS 0UFt MACHl/llEi IN MOTION.
THe FUU.Y GRSASSD "P!'J.M"
MeCHANISM (lJ.) Fa SA$S THe
SA~NGRAM{e)~NG
Tt£ DOOR (D.) ON "PU&IC INPlJT".
. AFFIXSDA)(S{EJCtJTSTAXSS
FOROIJT-OF-STATS IN~
ACTIVATING PLJU,.SYSYSTeM (F.)
ANDI<ICKING AAAlWGSMSNT (0.)
WHICH"BOOTS' KIDS( II.) OLIT.OF
CHlP.(CHII.~N'SHsAi:rn .
INSlJAANCS PROGRAM> •.
, :
OTe: WHII.S THe: FUNCTIONAl. MeCHANICS OF OUR
MACHINS.MAYas QUSSTIONABLS, we APe CSRTAIN
THAT,WHSNPROPSRl.Y."GRSASSD",ITWlI.I.K6SP
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By M.FUnn.
Is God on our side?
spiritual things out in, the
open. In Kerry's America,
men and women ought to
be prayer warriors in private
In his 1963 song "With and secular fundamentalists
God on our Side," Bob Dylan in public.
mocked America's histori- But Kerry's reasoning con-
cal tendency to believe that tradicts itself qulte dramati-
God takes the side of the Red, cally. For if God is to side with
.',White; and Blue. In preface to a nation, that nation must be
Vietnam, Dylan sang that, "ifpilblicly, unabashedly righ-
God'son.our side, He'll stop teous. "Righteousness exalts
the next war." Of course, the anation, but sin is a reproach
war happened, and the out- to any people," says Psalm 14:
come did not suggest that 34. The Bible is quite consis-
God had taken our side. tent on this point: God bless-
The question of whether es faith and obedience, and
God is on our side has re- He curses sin and evil.
emerged in a time when Thus, the question asked
America has forgotten God of Senator Kerry was a ques-
with an intensive, systematic, tion that cannot be answered
painstaking kind of forgetful- without first assessing the
ness. Elizabeth Bumiller of moral conditions of the
the New York Times asked people. Ronald Reagan ad-
Democratic presidential dressed the issue as follows:
frontrunner' Iohn Kerry in '''Weshouldn'twonysomuch
a recent debate, "Is God on about whether God is on our
America's side?" side as about whether we're
"Well," bumbled the for- on His."
merly Bob Dylan syrnpa- The Pilgrims and the
thlzing, Vietnam protesting Puritans knew that God
Kerry, "God will_look, I think was on their side, for they
_ I believe in God, but I don't first knew Psalm 14. John
believe, the way President Winthrop said that with God
Bush does, in Invoking it all on our side, America would
the time in that way. I think, be as a "shining city set upon
it is _ we pray that God is on ' a hill for all the world to see,"
our side, and we pray hard. but that "if we shall deal
And God has. been on our falsely with our God in this
side through most of our ex- work we have undertaken,
Istence." and so cause him to withdraw
In other words, even if God his present help from us, we
is on our side, we shouldn't shall be made a story and by-
care much about God in our word throughout the world;
public life, "invoking it all the we shall open the mouths of
time in that way." As Senator enemies to speak evil of the
Kerry sees things, we ought to ways of God and all believ-
be praying in private seclu- ers for God's sake; we shall
sion for God to be on our side, shame the faces of many of
but we ought not to speak of
BY HANS ZEIGER
Knight Ridder/Tribune News
Service
; ,..
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God's worthy servants, and
cause their prayers to be
turned into curses upon us,
until we are consumed out of
the good land to which we are
going ..." _
God was on our side in
the War for Independence,
and His name was, as John
Kerry might say, invoked "all
the time in that way" in the
Declaration ofIndependence.
In one sense, the Declaration
wasn't so much a Declaration
ofIndependence as a de clara -
tion of Dependence on God,
based on the understanding
that the "rectitude of our in-
tentions" was only valid in-
sofar as it appealed to "the
Supreme Judge of the World."
And again, "with a firm
Reliance on the Protection of
divine Providence," God was
on America's side.
Throughout our history,
Amerlcans have treasured
the promise of God's bless-
ings that flow from national
righteousness. Church pul-
pits have been aflame with
the truth of that indelible
link that exists between our
duty to God and His mercy
on us; statesmen have spo-
ken of that holy connection
, as the only sure preservative
of America's liberty; students
have studied it; soldiers have
died for it.
But in our own time, we
have forgotten all about the
God of OUl: Fathers. John
Kerry speaks well for secular
America. So it really doesn't
matter whether God is on
America's side or not, be-
cause we are not first on His.
The '70's,
my decade and proud of it
When Saddam goes to trial
BY LENORE SKENAZY'
New York Dally News
(KRT)
In the dark of the theater, as
Starsky drove off with Hutch
to the strains of "Love Will
Keep Us Together," I found it.
Breaker, breaker, good buddy
_ there it was: My '70s prlde.
Much as blacks reacted to
"Roots," as gays reacted to
"La Cage Aux Folies," as tropi-
cal fish reacted to "Nemo," so
I, too, reacted to this break-
through work of art .. Seeing
aviator glasses Oil someone
other than Brad Pitt for the
.first time In 30 years, I felt a
rush of euphoria equal only
to the joy of galumphing in my
first pair of Earth shoes. Had
I been wearing a mood ring,
it would have shone bright as
K.C and the Sunshine Band.
Say it loud: "I was born just an
eensy bit too late to be a hip-
pie, but now I'm proud. Sort
.. of No, really, I ~ proud."
Such simple self-acceptance
had been a long dIne coming.
'like many Americans who
came of age in the Me Decade,
I always felt an inferiority
complex compared with my
immediate elders.
_ Mter all, their era gave us the
Beatles, Woodstock, the anti-
Knight Ridder/Tribune News
Service
Everyone agrees that
Saddam Hussein, captured by
U.S. forces on Dec. 14, must
stand trial to answer for his
25-year record of criminality.
To that end, the U.S. Justice
Depanwnent will soon send
investigators to Iraq to lead
the job of collecting and or-
ganizing evidence against the
former dictator. While this in-
vestigation will be a difficult
business, conducting the, trial
itself will present even more
daunting challenges _ and the
Iraqi people will need all the
help they can get in meeting
them.
They need the help because
Iraq has not had a crimi-
nal justice system worthy of
the name for decades. Since
1979, Iraq was run according
to the whims and tyrannies
of Saddam, his family and his
friends, not by an indepen-
dent system of lawyers, judg-
es and juries. The signing of
an interim Iraqi constitution
on Monday is an encouraging
step forward, not an overnight
transformation into a nation
with the rule oflaw.
Without outside help,
Saddam's trial will be con-
ducted by people wholly inex-
perienced in running even or-
war movement and Earth Day.
My era gave us hot pants.
Also gaucho pants.
Also pantsuits. One-piece.
Zippered. purple.
So for many years I would
pretend I didn't really re-'
member my youth. "Oh, did
we have a pet rock? I guess
we did."
Guess we did? I loved that
pet rock! I was so jealous it was
my sister's!
My friend Jim, coaxed into
reminiscing, said that his fam-
ily had a pet rock painted to
look like Rhoda Morgenstern.
"It had a little bandana around
its head." How cool is that?
"The '70s were really cool,"
says my sister-in-law Carmela,
who is also embracing her
late-baby boom roots. "Guys·'
would wear these kind of psy-
chedelic polyester shirts that
were a: little too tight on them."
What's not to like?
She liked guys' hair back
th~q, :,too: The Afros on men
of every race. The ponytails.
The shoulder-length shags _
all lovingly reproduced in the
Starsky and Hutch flick and
stlll lookin' good!
The '70s was an era of great
horne improvement, too.
Think .inflatable ' chairs and
digital clocks ,..the kind where
dinary criminal proceedings,
much less the kind of proceed-
ing that Saddam's trial will
require. Tens of thousands of
pages of documents will have
to be examined. Witnesses
will have to be found and in-
terviewed. And while Hussein
surely will be the most im-
portant ex-government figure
to stand trial, some of his top
aides also may be brought be-
fore the bar of justice. present-
ing challenges of their own.
The Justice Department in-
vestigators can be a big help
by assembling and organizing
documentary and forensic evi-
dence, and perhaps the U.S.
civilian administration of L.
Paul Bremer can help supply
logistical assistance if it goes
out of business at tile end of
June, as scheduled.
Additional help also should
come from other countries,
from the United Nations and
especially from recognized
international jurists and oth-
er expetts in international
law. Ideally, gangsters such as
saddam would be brought be-
fore the International Criminal
Court, which was formed to
deal with those accused of war
crimes and crimes against hu-
manity. But Saddam will not
go before the ICC, partly be-
cause the Bush administration
opposes it, mainly because
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the numbers wculdfllp down.
"We used to sit and watch
those numbers flip," says
Carmela, perhaps a tad too
unashamed of how she spent:
her wonder years.
Despite its rap as an era so .
unattractive that one of my
colleagues has proposed that
all photos' from that decade
be ' destroyed (especially the
ones of his droopy mustache),
the '70s was actually a time of
great creative expression.
"We used to sign each oth-
ers' jeans with ballpoint pens,"
says my friend Nancy Deihl.
Now a textiles histori-
an teaching at the Fashion
Institute of Technology,
Nancy found herself looking
out over her class the other
day and marveling, "This looks
like my high school yearbook!
They all had shag hairdos and
hip-huggers, and one of the
girls was wearing a shearling
coat with the fluff around the
sleeves. And the boys _they;
were wearing shirts with big
cuffs. Remember big cuffs?"
I do indeed. And I'm notsur- .
prised that they, like Starsky j
d th Iiian Hutch emse ves, are q
back. Greatness never dies. j,
It just sometimes takes a Ii.
while to appreciate it.
the Iraqis want to try Saddam
themselves.
Probably the best solution is
the kind of hybrid tribunal sug-
gested by Richard Goldstone,
former chief prosecutor at the
U.N. war crimes tribunals for
the former Yugoslavia. Such
a court, as Goldstone sees it,
would be a mix of local and
international judges and pros-
ecutors.
There are compelling rea-
sons Saddam should receive
a scrupulously free, fair and
open trial. The world _ not \~
just the Iraqi people _ needs
to know as much as possible
about what Saddam did dur-
ing his 25 years in office. Only "
a trial conducted according ,I
to professional norms of jus- 'I
tice can be relied on to por- 11
tray Saddam's villainy in an ii
orderly and comprehensive
way. And however despicable \i
a person Saddam may be, he is ii
entitled to more than the star- I!
chamber justice he meted out
to his many victims. ' '.
The- Bush administration ii
wants Saddam's trial to be held ~,)',
before election day. Perhaps it ~
can be held before November, I'
but the claims of electoral [I
politics should not figure in I;
the scheduling. The imp or- :~..
tant thing is that it be done by [
people who can manage it in a Ij
professional fashion. r i
1
i ~
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
We encourage readers to voice their opinions for publication, Please submit letters to tile edi-
tor to liditor@arbiteronline.com and include name, contact number and standing at Boise State
University. Letters may be subject to editing. TheArbiter cannot verify tile accuracy 0/ state-
ments made in letters to tile editor; tlley reflect tile opinion ojth» writer. Readers may also post
their comments at www.arbiteronline.com
p!ridllater article
Inappropriate and
unathorlzed
Dear Editor
Please disregard last week's
article entitled "Boise punk
band the pirkQlaters plan for
summer Warped Tour." The
comments and statements made
are not representative of the
entire band's viewpoints. There
is no confirmed contract with
Volcom or Warped Tour and it .
is premature to publicize such
events. '
We apologize, on the behalf of
the interviewer I interviewee,
for any insensitivity toward
our late friend Mike Sanchez'
and his family. We wish to
acknowledge the other bands
that participated in the Rock
Against Racism show and
make clear that the pirkQlaters
were not the only draw at that
concert. We were unaware of
this interview and unsure why
our brand-new drummer was
made the spokesman for the rest
of us.
Luke and Chris of the
pirkQlaters
The Arbiter
CELEBRATIN,G 70 YEARS
!
The Arbiter is the official
independent student newspaper of
Boise State University. Its mission
is to provide a forum for the
discussion of issues affecting the
BSU community. The Arbiter's
budget consists of fees paid by the
Distributed Mondays & student body and advertising sales.
_'" ThUrsdays during the The first copy is liee. Additional
- acadelliTcsc!Wolyear---'- ~..wpies..can be purchased fltt$1,.
. ' . apiece at The Arbiter offices.
1910 University Drive
Boise, ID 83725
Phone: 345~8204 ~
Fax: 426-3198
www.arbiteronline.co,m
SSUshould bone up on
Its non-smoking polley
Dear Editor
I don't want to make a big
'stink,' however this morning
as I ate my Subway breakfast
sandwich I read the school's
no-smoking policy that was
in a centerpiece on the table.
I was interested to read that
no smoking is allowed in, or
within proximity of 30 feet
of, a designated non-smoking
building. As I read this I
recalled memories of being in
the Math-Geosciences, building
and having the smell of smoke
wafting through the halls on
occasion. I am not a smoker
myself and don't particularly
like the smell, especially while
stuck in a classroom.
So as I walked across campus I
began to notice that almost all
of the cigarette but receptacles
are placed just outside, or very
close to, the building doors.
Most butt-cans are not the
required distance away from the
buildings so I ask you, does the
university know its own policy?
Just wondering.
Brian Ragan
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Sensationalist plclure
exploits free-speech
Dear Editor
Regarding the front page
coverage of the "Students
Rally" picture, just what is
the matter with you people?
By using this very juvenile
approach at sensationalism you
have degraded the entire paper.
As soon as I saw the picture, I
lost any interest I may have had
in the article. The use of the
picture told me that you felt that
there was nothing happening
at the rally that was more
important than the shock value
ofa trite sign. Gee, wasn't that',
original! The only reason a I]
person can hold up a sign like [1
that in this great country is ' W
because a great many people ~
did FIGHT FOR PEACE! ti
Well, take the next logical r
step down. Get out the penis 14
enlargement ads and make j
some real cheap headlines. '-I
Very sincerely, [j
Michael Flaherty tl
Junior. II
[1
P
I'1I;
I
AD REPS Illustrator '
. Mike!Beckham David Iiabben
~.--.Brandon Bec-kham·---,-~·'-~
Jam~Orr
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ANDREA TRUJILLO
sports Editor
PORTS 345-8204 e4 103sports@arbit8roaIiIle.com
team tar on
Bronco football
and 0 the field
BYMANDYJO DANCER
Sports Reporter
The Boise State - football
team worked with The light
of Hope Coalition Thursday
to help promote the month of
April as National Child Abuse
Prevention and Awareness
Month. The Broncos produced
a public service announcement
which will be aired locally and
on six or seven Cable One tele-
vision stations beginning in
earlyApril.
The 30 second ad consists of
head coach Dan Hawkins giv-
ing his team advice about how
to "take care of this 'baby." It
sounds like Hawkins is talking
about a football, but when the
players respond, he hands off a
real child.
"You're going to be a good
dad someday':' Hawkins replies
as he hands off the child.
Trisha Fosberg, an intern
with this year's coalition, said
they wanted the Boise State
football team for the public an-
nouncement because the fo-
cus of this year's campaign is'
on getting the message out to
young men.
"We wanted ·to target this
, month to men," she said, "the
BSU football team are the lo-
cal heroes here in Idaho, and
we thought they would really
help target the younger guys,"
sheadded.
Child abuse is a problem,
and it doesn't stop at the state
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The football team Is heavily inwlved In community service and takes pride over recognition for their services. "We contribute around 800 hours a year to the communlty," Hawkins said.
PHOTOS BY STANLEY SREWSTEWTHE ARBITER
line. It may seem less preva-
lent in Idaho because only the
serious cases make. the news
and receive public debate. But
seen or unseen, the problem is
very real. Lastyear in Boiseand
Garden City, there were 140
cases where children were re-
moved from their homes due to
some form of neglect.
Craig Durrell, a child abuse
detective with the Ada County
.Sheriffs office says child abuse
in Idaho, more specifically in
Ada County, is a huge problem
that many people don't recog-
nize.
"Since January, I have been
involved in about 50 cases
concerning physical and sex-
ual abuse, as well as neglect,"
Durrell said.
Durrell works with cases in-
volvingphysical abuse, neglect,
and some sexual abuse cases
and also added that neglect
is the- most common form of
abuse found here in Idaho.
"Manyof the parents have ei-
ther drug problems or mental
illnesses, or they simply don't
care what happens to their
child," he added.
The commercial is intend-
ed to notify children found in
these situations that there is
help.
"Next time they'll know there
is a place they can gowhen they
seek help," Durrell said.
The end of the ad encourages
viewers to call the Idaho Care
line at 211to report abuse or get
help if they need it. Idaho Care
line also provides referrals to a
variety of social services.
Thecommercial onlycontains
sophomores and fresh-
men from the team, as coach
Hawkins wanted the younger
players to be recognized for
what they do.
"It's part of the growth pro-
cess," Hawkins said. "It allows
them to get their feet wet and
get out into the community."
The football team is heavily
involved in community service
and takes pride over recogni-
tion for their services.
"We contribute around 800
hours a year to the commu-
nity," Hawkins said. "I hope
it doesn't all get publicized
because we're doing it to help
Boise, not just to get airtime."
The players also recognize
the significance of community
involvement and realize that
the issue of child abuse is a big
problem that requires extra at-
tention.
"Everyone looks up to our
team," said freshman Mike
Altieri."It's huge to get out here
as a young team and get this
message across." .
The public service an-
nouncement is only a small
part of what the light of Hope
Coalition plans to do in April.
Throughout the month the co-
alition, along with the help of
about a dozen non-profit or-
ganizations,govemmentagen-
cies, and individuals have or-
ganized a variety of events to
help get abused children out
of danger and into safe homes.
On April 25, Edwards Theatre
will be hosting The Celebration
of Children and Families, a
free event containing a variety
of children's activities, infor-.
mational booths, and special
appearances by Hey! Arnold,
McGruffthe Crime Dogand ev-
eryone's favorite, Sponge Bob
Square Pants.
"It's free and we encourage
everyone to come out and join
us," Fosberg said.
The coalition will also be dis-
tributing 50,000 blue ribbons
for people to wear and display
throughout April. The blue rib-
bon is a sign of all the positive
things peopie do on behalf of
the community as well as their
own families.
For further informa-
tion regarding the activi-
ties in April visit the light of
Hope Coalition website at
www.idahocareline.org, and
don't forget that every citizen
in Idaho has a legal obligation
to report suspected child mal-
treatment. Failure to report is a
misdemeanor offense in Idaho.
Tho 30 second ad consists of hoad coach Dan Hawkins giving his team advice about
how to "take care of this 'baby.' It sounds like Hawkins Is talking about a football. but
when tho players respond. he hands off a real child.
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across;from the stadlum
The Boise State football team was
chosen for the campaign because they
bring a bit of local celebrity.to the ad.
and provide positive role models for
yeung men to look up to.
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Men's feiliUsgoes2-finBlue-GraY Classic, . .
• The Boise State men's tennisteant wentz-I this past week-end in the Blue-Gray Classic
in Montgomery, Alabama.
After defeating 67th ranked Old .
Dominion, the 'Broncos suf-
fered a tough loss to a solid 14'h
ranked Harvard team before
beating 34th ranked Alabama on
the final day of the tournament.
The Broncos are now at a record
12-5;
Boise State's weekend kicked
off Thursday against Old
Crone IsCup,6oartf
'lor aff t4inoSS4Ciel crt: wise-
r
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Show your server your 10
card for BIG Discounts!
Free Domestic Beer
with your BSU Game
or Pavillion Ticket!
(good on day of event ONLY)
-Special Discounts .
BSUStudents Only...._-,
~ ~O~~
-- A Faroil Mexican Restaurant --
I I am-I Oprn weekdays & I I am-I I pm weekends
I"'i7f'Lunch o'nly $4.50
IL.J ~r 20% off
(meals over $6)Phone: 424-8580 01"
424-8575
Fax: 424·8655
Address: 3552 S. Findley
(Off Federal Way in the
Fred Meyer Shopping Or.
Next to Peteo.)
I"'i7f'Any Dinner Combo
lLJ $6.75 or 20% off
(meals over $8)
~ Dine in or carry-out
'j
J .
Domlnlcn, After losing the dou-
bles point and both.the number
one and number five i singles
matches, the Broncos looked
to their four remaining singles
players for a miracle comeback,
Thomas Schoek, Matias Silva,
Mahmoud Rezk, and Aaron
Vaughan, fil1Ing In for James
Ludlow, answered the call for
Boise State as they each picked
up a point, sealing the deal on
the come-from-behind victory. ,
Final score: 4-3.
Friday night, the Broncos
answered the challenge of 14th
ranked Harvard University.
The Broncos almost pulled off a
huge upset, but as the old cliche
says: close almost only counts In
horseshoes and hand grenades.
The Broncos fell short losing 4-
2, with Matias Silva running out
of time In a match he was win-
ning as Harvard picked up the
deciding fourth victory.
"We have been pulling rab-
bits out of our hats all season,
and today we just ran out .of
rabbits," said coach Greg Patton
about the close loss to Harvard.
Possibly the hardest fought
point In the Harvard match was
the doubles point. The first two
doubles matches played split,
and the Bronco's number two
-team of Rezk and Silva were de-
feated In a tie-breaker' to Chui
.and Mark Riddell of Harvard,
9-8.
Harvard picked up two
.more wins at number one
and number five singles, .be-
fore the match was decided
with . Jonathan Chu's victory'
over Thomas Schoeck in three
sets, 6-7, 6-2, 6-3. Boise State's
two points came from' Rezk's
win over Harvard's .Nguyen in
straight sets and Ludlow's de-
feat of George Turner In three
sets.
The final match of the week-
end pitted the Broncos against
34th ranked Alabama on
Saturday. The Broncos kicked
off the match getting the all-
important doubles point, which
had evaded them in the two
matches prior, when Rezk and
Silva took the deciding. match
for the point. ,
The Broncos then picked up
two impressive wins from Nils
Klemann and Rezk, both win-
ning in stralght sets with near
shutouts, 6-1, 6-0. Rezk'svic-
tory gave him his eleventh
straight win playing at number
four singles. He is 12-1 since the
new year, and 21-5 on the sea-
son. Schoek then took home the
against UNLV and averaged
21.7 in the tournament.
"The whole team is calling
for that play for Nick to get it,"
Utah interim coach Kerry Rupp
said. "I was just happy for him
and for our team that it came
down to Nick having the ball in
his hands and making that great
shot."
In a championship game with
numerous momentum shifts,
the Utes fell behind 10 points
early in the second half but
came back to take a 68-65 lead
with 2:32 left.
But Utah (24-8) left the door
open when freshman Justin
Hawkins missed two layups.
UNLV forward Odartey
Blanks on made it a one-point
game on a drive to the basket
with 36.8 seconds left. With
21.2 seconds remaining, his 3-
to tie for seventh place. Heidi
White scored a 9,675 to place
eleventh with Tiffany Putnam
not far behind with 9.65 for a
twelfth place finish. Cuaresma
whose ankle injury proved to
be no obstacle for her in the
competition went two for two.
Sandmire said that her perfor-
mances were outstanding.
Lindsey Thomas balanced
a solid 9.85 on beam to place
fifth. White scored a 9.825 to
finish sixth. Ward tied for sev-
enth with Washington's Chelsea
Bakken, and Seattle Pacific's
Melissa Steaton with a 9.775.
Katie Dinsmore scored a 9.725
to finish in eleventh place.
In the floor competition Ward
placed sixth scoring a 9.8725.
Thomas tied Washington's
Moliy Seaman for a sev-
enth place finish with a 9.85.
Tiffany Putnam scored a 9.775
to place eleventh just ahead of
Chambers who tied for twelfth
with teammate Kristin Gaare
scoring 9.75's.
In the all-around competition
Washington took first, second,
and third place. Boise State's
Lindsay Ward placed fourth
with a total score of 39.25 and
Lindsay Thomas finished fifth
with a 39.075. Seattle Pacific's
Corrie McDaniel came in sixth
with a score of38.125.
Sandmire was very pleased
with Thomas's performance,
"Thomas went four for four
in the all around. Her perfor-
deciding match for the Broncos
to give them the 4·1 victory over
the Crimson Tide. '
"It was an easy day at the of-
fice for me, we played so well,"
'Said Patton after the impressive
victory. "Yesterday was like get-
ting a dent in the car. Todaywe
fixed the dent and we had that
thing looking sharp. "
Next weekend, the Broncos
will once again be put to the
test. They will face off first in
a re-match with the third best
team in the nation, Baylor, on
Friday March ~9in Waco, Texas.
Boise State was beaten 6-0 in the
previous meeting with the Bears
in the Indoor Championships
last month. The Broncos are
looking forward to a second
chance at the team with two in-
dividuals ranked in the top five.
The following day Boise State
will match-up against Texas
Christian University. TCU is
ranked 7'h in the nation, giving
the Broncos a top ten match-up
on back-to-back days.
"I am confident and really ex-
cited about the opportunity,"
Patton said, regarding to the
big matches next weekend. "We
are in the proper attire. We are
looking real good right now,"
pointer from the top of the arc
forged a 70-70 tie and capped a
23-point performance on 9-of-
15 shooting.
Blankson's pair of 3-pointers
just minutes earlier kept UNLV
in the game and brought the
Rebels within 64-63 after Utah
began to pull away.
The teams made a combined
17 °3-pointers, with Utah's
100£21 from beyond the arc the
difference as UNLV shot 50 per-
cent to Utah's 37.1.
Despite UNLV's late run, it
was a sweet finish for Rupp,
who took over for Rick Majerus
at midseason.
Itwasn't so sweet for UNLV's
interim coach, Jay Spoonhour,
whose team advanced to the fi-
nals with an 80-73 semifinal vic-
tory over Colorado State after
midnight Saturday.
No Sweat: Utah ma!{esNCAA
Tournament on last-second shot
Bronco gymnasts score big in final road meet
mances on beam and floor were
beautiful," said Sandmire.
Sandmire was also pleased
with Ward's performance in the
all-around. Sandmire said that
along with Cuaresma, Ward was
one of the most outstanding in
this competition.
The Broncos were put-
ting up some high scores but
Washington counted two per-
fect ten scores with one on floor
and the other on bars. On vault
their first place score was a 9.95,
second a 9.925, and third a 9.9.
On beam Washington posted a
first place 9.975, a second place
9.95, and a third place 9.9.
Washington competed in-
tensely in their home arena.
The Broncos fought hard but
could not pull out the win. But.
the Broncos were not discour-
aged; posting their best road
score of the season was what
they set out to do. This was the
teams' last chance to score on
the road in the regular season.
They put their minds to it and
got the job done.
The Broncos finished the
regular season with a 7-i3
record and· return home to
host the Western Gymnastics
Conference Championships.
The Broncos are defending
champs and are determined to
repeat their title.
BY DAN WOLKEN
The Gazette
(KRT)
DENVER - As it turns out,
Utah is.the only Mountain West
Conference team that won't
have to sweat Selection Sunday.
Led by senior Nick Jacobson,
the third-seeded Utes beat
UNLV, 73-70, on Saturday night
at Pepsi Center in the league's
championship game and won
the Mountain West's automatic
bid into the NCAATournament.
Jacobson, the tournament's
most valuable player, hit a 3-
pointer with 1.8 seconds left
to break a 70-70 tie and give
Utah its first Mountain West
Tournament title.
It was Jacobson's fourth 3-
pointer of the second half and .
his sixth in 10 attempts on
the night. He scored 22 points
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BY AMBER FUGER
Sports Reporter
The Bronco .gymnasts re-
corded their best road score
of the season Friday night in a
ttl-meet against University of
Washington and Seattle Pacific
University. The Broncos scored
a 195.575 to finish second to
Washington's 198.025. Seattle
Pacific finished third with a
193.5.
The Broncos did not count
one fall in the entire competi-
tion and hit all four events. This
is the third meet out of the last
four where the Broncos have
gone four for four.
Coach Sam Sandmire was ex-
tremely excited about the top
road score.
"This good road score
will help solidify our chanc-
es to qualify for the NCAA
Regional Championships," said
Sandmire.
On vault the Broncos went
48.925, on bars 48.825, on beam
another 48.825, and on floor an
even 49. Carla Chambers and
Kea Cuaresma tied for fourth
on vault with a pair of 9.85's.
Lindsey Thomas and Lindsay
Ward both finished seventh
on vault with a score of 9.75.
Corinna Lewis placed tenth
with a 9.i25.
On bars, Ward came in sixth
behind five Huskies with a
9.85. Chambers and Cuaresma
paired up again with 9.825's
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No dancing for the Broncos:
At least not in this season
tanford eyeing 00 1seed after
gaining redemption Huskies
BYTREVOR HORN
Sports Reporter
As it turns out, the third time
was not the charm for the Boise
State men's basketball team.
The Broncos season may be
over after losing to UTEP Friday
night 85-73, in the semifinals of
the WAC Championships at the
Save Mart Center in Fresno.
BSU was the only team to
sweep the Miners in the regular
season, but when it really mat-
tered, the Broncos just couldn't
muster up anything but a loss.
The inside rebounding and
low-post scoring of Omar
Thomas, who finished with a
game high 21 points, and John
Williams, 10 rebounds, was too
much for the smaller Broncos.
The Miners out-rebounded the
Broncos by nine, and made the
most of the offensive rebounds.
The Miners blocked seven
shots down low, and kept the
Broncos from being able to
drive inside, something that
has been key to their late season
surge. Because of that staunch
defense, the Broncos needed
to rely more on their outside
shooting, but they were not
falling.
"They're a good defensive
team that gets out and gets af-
ter you," said head Coach Greg
Graham.
The Broncos shot 38.1 per-
cent in the game, and only 10-
27 from behind the three-point
line. Near the midpoint of the
second half, the Broncos were
shooting a dismal 29 percent
from the field. '
"We just didn't hit shots,"
Graham said.
Brian Defares led the Broncos
(21-9) with 18 points and 8 as-
~~ts, but it just wasn't enough
to beat the Miners (24-6).
The teams went into halftime
with the Miners up by one, 35-
34. But UTEP went on an early
8-2 run to begin the half, and
the Broncos were never able to
regain the lead that they had
late in the 1". The Broncos did
get a glimmer of hope when
BYJONWILNER
Knight Ridder Newspapers
LOS ANGELES - Well, that
settles that.
Any doubt about the best
team in the league ended
Saturday at Staples Center, as
Stanford used a balanced attack
and lock-down defense to pow-
er past Washington, 77-66, for
its first Pacific-lO Conference
tournament title. Afterward,
the Cardinal donned victory
caps, accepted trophies and ap-
peared to enjoy itself.
"I used to hate this tourna-
ment," center Joe Kirchofer
said, "but now I think it's pretty
fun."
Any doubt about Stanford
being worthy of a No. 1 seed
in the NCAA tournament van-
ished with a convincing victo-
ry over the hottest team in the
West - a victory that boosted
the Cardinal's record against
NCAA-bound teams to 6-1.
Any doubt about Stanford's
psyche one week before March
Madness disappeared with
its most authoritative victory
in weeks. The Cardinal ar-
rived Wednesday reeling from
its first loss of the season (at
Washington) and left town
Saturday night having re-
Franco Harris came off the
bench to nail a three-pointer
to bring BSU within five at 46-
41. But on the next series for
the Miners Thomas completed
a three-point play that stretch
the lead to nine.
With four minutes remaining
Coby Karl (12 points) drained
a pair of threes to cut the lead
to three at 66-63, but Jermaine
Blackburn missed a pair of
free throws and Aaron Haynes
missed a lay up that rolled off
the rim on the next two pos-
sessions.
But that was all that was said
for the Broncos as the Miners
finished the game on the line.
The Miners only attempted two
shots from the field in the final
five minutes of the game.
Freshman Eric Lane came off
the bench trying to keep the
Bronco's hopes alive with his
'sharp shooting from behind
the are, he finished with 12
points. Four Broncos finished in '
double figures in the loss. Karl
finished with 12 before fouling
out late, and senior All-WAC
Aaron Haynes, who was play-
ing in front offriends and fam-
ily in his hometown of Fresno,
finished with 11 points on 4-14
shooting.
The Miners had five players
in double figures as the team
shot over 53 percent from field.
Starters Roy Smallwood had 13,
along with All-WAC first team-
er, Filiberto Rivera's 10 points
to go along with 15 points for
Williams and the 21, off the
bench for Thomas.
The Broncos were trying for
their first chance at the WAC
championship game, and the
program's first conference title
in ten years. This was the clos-
est the Broncos have come to
title since they lost in the cham-
pionship game of the Big West
tourney versus New Mexico
State in 1999.
The team's hopes of an NCAA
tournament bid are all but out
the window, but the team still
put themselves in great position
for the NIT.
gained its midseason swagger.
And because St. Joseph's lost
Thursday, the second-ranked
Cardinal (29-1) is expected to
be No. 1 entering the NCAA
tournament for the first time in
school history.
"This gives us some momen-
tum heading into the NCAAs,
and that's what we "wanted,"
center Rob Little said.
And any doubt about power
forward Justin Davis' impor-
tance ended with a game-
changing performance from
the fifth-year senior. The
Huskies could not stop Davis
two months ago at Maples
Pavilion (17 points, 13 re-
bounds), and they could not
stop him Saturday.
In his first start since re-
turning from a knee injury
Thursday, Davis scored 13
points and grabbed seven re-
bounds in ,27 minutes _ five
more than he played the pre-
vious two days combined. He
also gave Stanford the physical,
athletic presence it desperately
needs to make a deep run in the
NCAAs.
"He's another guy you have to
lay a body on," Huskies Coach
Lorenzo Romar said. "He's just
relentless."
Davis' return also allows
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Freshman Eric Lane and the rest of the Boise State men's basketball team won't be
making a trip to the NCAAtournament, after losing 85-73 In the WACsemifinals to
UTEP. Stili, coach Graham and the team gave Bronco fans a season to remember,
and promise to come back strong next season.
L
The ten road victories this
season were a school record for
BSU. The loss Friday night end-
ed a season-high seven game
win streak for the Broncos. The
only way for the Broncos to
make it to the Big Dance was a
tournament title on Saturday.
But the team finished far be-
yond what was expected of
them before the season started.
Freshman Eric Lane and Coby
Karl played a key role this sea-
son, and will be looked at to
lead next year's team with ju-
nior college transfers Franco
Harris, and this year's leading
scorer Blackburn.
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Stanford to maximize Nick
Robinson's versatility. Instead
of starting at power forward,'
where he was often physically
overmatched, Robinson is free
to come off the bench at any of
three positions.
When Coach Mike
Montgomery needs an ex-
tra ball-handler, as he did in
the closing minutes Saturday,
Robinson is available at power
forward. When he needs to spell
small forward Josh Childress or
shooting guard Matt Lottich, he
can use Robinson on the pe-
rimeter.
"We're best when we're big
and flexible, with Nick there
to change up and handle pres-
sure," Montgomery said.
But Davis wasn't the only dif-
ference.
Last week in Seattle, me
Cardinal allowed Washington
to dictate style and tempo. It
did not contain the Huskies'
penetration or challenge their
three-point shooters. And it let
Washington's aggressive man-
to-man defense disrupt its at-
tack. Instead of attacking the
rim against a smaller-team, me
Cardinal settled for jumpers.
All that changed Saturday, as
the Cardinal enforced its will on
Washington. It sealed off pen-
etration lanes, harassed shoot-
ers and dominated underneath
with a 42-33 rebounding ad-
vantage. Italso used patience to
counteract the Huskies' over-
play defense. Once Stanford
pierced the exterior, it was ev-
ery man to the rim: Fifteen ofits
20 baskets in the first half were
dunks, layups or chippies.
The penetration softened the
Huskies and opened the perim-
eter for Lottich, who hit 4 of
10 three-pointers and finished
with a game-high 20 points.
"I think that was the differ-
ence in the game, mat they
were able to get so many easy
baskets inme first half," Romar
said.
"We felt like we dominated
the regular season," Kirchofer
said, referring to Stanford's 17-
1 record in Pac-IO play, "so we
should win the tournament to
finish it off right."
Every-moment coun s,
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Jesus (Jim
Caviezel) sits with
the apoatles at
Tha Last Supper
In a acene from
The Pasalon of The
Christ, a film by
Mel Gibson.
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BSUspeaks out about "Passion"
BYDANMCNEESE
A&EWriter
versy are never far away when
dealing with a film about the
cruclflxion of Christ.
Directed by Mel Gibson, The
Passion of the Christ deals with
the hours that preceded the
death of Jesus. As with other
movies based on the gos-
pel of Matthew, such as The
Last Temptation of Christ and
Jesus Christ Superstar, Passion
doesn't give much in the way
of the life of Jesus. With the ex-
ceptionof a few flashbacks to
the last supper and Judas' be-
trayal, the film is mostly about
Jesus being treated brutally for
an hour and a half.
With an extreme level of
press through radio, televi-
sion and film, the ever-grow-
ing issue about The Passion of
the Christ has been a promi-
nent one in the recent weeks.
Whether it is a religious sect
or single moviegoers, everyone
has an opinion about the film.
Even here at The Arbiter, lines
were drawn and sides were
taken at a proposed story idea
for this movie review.
Whatever the case, one thing
is certain: Debate and contro-
\ '
Floyd Lay
Freshman
"'t was very
graphic, (thought
Jesus was treated
unfairly,"
Sophie
Gladman
Sophomore
'" wish I'd seen it,
butl haven't. 1am
not going to see it,"
",
, \
"
Belle
Antchekov
Junior
"I have not seen
it but from the pre-
views I can already
tell there are histori-
cal inaccuracies."
~I" ,
Tiffany
Gasparotti
Sophomore
"Very well done,
very gory."
Gibson does a good job of
showing the intensity in scenes
that are supposed to be in-
tense. The scene where Jesus is
whipped consistently became
almost too intense for even a
die-hard Tarantino fan, as the
level of anguish in the audi-
ence esculates.
The more mellow melan-
choly scenes were few and far
between, but by using a blue
angle for the shots, a calmer
mood was created for the not-
so-action-packed meandering.
Almost as opposite, the rest of
the film has great lighting with
lots of white illumination.
Jessica
Summers
Freshman
"It was good. It
was passionate;
it was emotion
strung,'
The audio is a necessity in
this movie as even when some
are tempted to turn their head
or cover their eyes, the sounds
are graphic enough to plant a
grim picture in the mind.
Obviously, with a predict-
able ending to the most-read
story in AD, -Gibson did little
in the way of fulfillment to the
Easter holiday lover. But why
show something everyone al-
ready knows?
To get an idea for how the
BSU public feels about The
Passion of the Christ, I went
around campus and asked for
feedback.
Movie teasers will take to smaller screens
BYNUUUAELENAFERNANDEZ
Los Angeles Times
HOLLYWOOD -- In the nev-
er-ending quest for a box office
splash, movie marketers are
testing a new variation of an old
concept -- the "sneak preview,"
Before "Dawn of the Dead" and
"Taking Lives" hit the theaters
next Friday, consumers can
sample uncut sequences of both
without buying a ticket or even
leaving the house.
In a first, Universal Pictures
will show the opening 10 min-
utes of its horror remake of
"Dawn of the Dead" on the USA
Network Monday night. And be-
ginning Friday, Warner Bros. is
showing the first nine minutes
and eight seconds of its star-
driven' thriller, "Taking Lives,"
online at Yahoo! Movies until
the film opens.
While the use of television for
this form of marketing is un-
precedented, Yahoo! Movies,
with 9.4 million visitors a month,
is fast becoming a tool of choice
for studios. In the past two years,
"The Cooler," "28 Days Later,"
"Cabin Fever," "Darkness Falls,"
"Confidence" and "Brown
Sugar" have used the Website to
show the first seven to 10 min-
utes of their films. (In 1999, "The
Blair Witch Project" was the first
film to significantly and suc-
cessfully employ the Internet for
marketing.)
"The Internet is a terrific way
of sampling the product," said
Nancy Utley, president of mar-
keting for Fox Searchlight, which
distributed "28 Days Later" and
"Brown Sugar," "Trailers are
powerful tools, but moviegoers
recognize they are, heavily ed-
ited. They feel it's clever market-
ing but not really representative
of the product. It's hard to argue
with that. What Universal is do-
ing is pushing this idea further,
and I think it's very smart,"
The telecast, which will be
shown during the last commer-
cial break of "Final Destination"
(between 10 and 10:30 p.m.),
will give USA Network view-
ers a taste of the zombie horror
flick, said Adam Fogelson, presi-
dent of marketing for Universal
Pictures. Although the studio's
executives had been looking for
new strategies to market movies
for the past two years, no movie
fit the bill for this. type of televi-
sion debut, he said.
"Even great movies don't
!, ,
;
Alex
McNish
Senior
"I closed my
eyes through the
violence. It's unfor-
tunate they empha-
sized on the vio-
lence,"
than turn on USA,"
It may be simpler to turn
on the tube, but surveys show
that core moviegoing audienc-
es (ages 12 to 34) spend more
time surfing the Internet than
watching television. Because of
the fierce competition to land a
box office hit in a short period of
time, the producers of "Taking
Lives" felt an unconventional
advertising campaign to attract
young viewers was in order. In
addition to the Yahoo! preview,
Warner Bros. will sneak preview
the movie in theaters this week-
end.
"It's funny how the mother of
invention comes from pressures
or other things that are not an-
ticipated," said "Taking Lives"
producer Mark Canton. "We
are aware that the impact in
everyone's home of the Internet
is large. We figured we could ex-
pand our opportunity in the 18-
to-30 marketplace by tapping
into something they do at some
point of every day."
Whether it's an uncut run on
TV or a sample on the Internet,
movie marketing executives are
clearly searching for visibility in
the marketplace.
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Nutritious and flavorful:
,BSU's new Cereal Box
BYTREVERALTERS
A&EWriter
What did you have for break-
fast today? Have you started
twitching yet from reading the'
back of the same cereal box ev-
eryday?
English student Matt Taylor
and engineering student Joe
Franklin want to change that.
Since November, Taylor and
Franklin have been working on
a poetry zine called "The Cereal
Box."
"Everybody reads the cereal
box," Franklin said, "and that's
what we want this to be. People
reading it at their breakfast
table, only they won't have to
try and figure out what ribofla-
vinis."
The idea started last semester
in Scott Ables' English 205 class.
Taylor and Franklin were learn-
ing about chapbooks, and they
realized that they could put to-
gether a chapbook, or poetry
magazine, for local poets.
"We are just trying to be a.
part of the writing scene here
in Boise," they both said. "And
we would like to help develop
a community of writers in the
area,"
Taylor and Franklin be"
gan distributing fliers around
town, and telling everyone they
crossed paths with about their
idea. They started getting sub-
missions soon after, and now
they have a completed chap-
book.
They are proud that the zine
represents both sexes evenly
and has a spread of young and
old. poets. "The Cereal Box"
received submissions from
first-time poets and published
poets alike. Such notables as
BSU's Scott Ables and Norma
Saddler will have poems in the
first issue. Saddler has pub-
lished poems in various publi-
cations since the 1970's. Other
published authors are included
in the first issue of "The Cereal
Box."
Taylor and Franklin expected
to we a common thread be-
tween the poems submitted,
but there is everything from love
and hate to politics.
"There's a full spectrum,"
Taylor said. "We even got some
rhyming poems which is sur-
prising in the contemporary
style,"
Taylor and Franklin have big
plans for "The Cereal Box" in
the future.
"Anyone can send in submis-
sions. We are hoping to draw
some attention from more peo-
ple for the upcoming issues,"
And why stop there? With the
huge response that "The Cereal
Box" is seeing in submissions,
there are already plans for a
Cereal Box Press to allow oth-
er people to publish through
them. And while "The Cereal
Box" is strictly poetry, other
publications could be anything
from short stories to reviews
and interviews. '
"We have high expectations,
but we are just tackling each ob-
stacle as they come," Taylor ex"
plained. "It's such a great feel-
ing to know that all ofthis came
from nothing,"
"And we are having a great
time doing this," Franklin add-
ed.
You can find "The Cereal BoX"
in the local section of area book-
stores starting in April. The cost
is a meager $5. Many of the po-
ets in the first issue will be per-
forming at a poetry slam tonight
at the Funny Bone. Be there at
7 p.m. if you're looking to per-
form, and 8 p.m. to watch.
Check ' out
www.thecerealbox.com to sub-
mit poems, purchase a copy, or
find out more information.
For blacks only?
BYDANAKAOLIVER
A&EWriter
Urban music is as much an in-
tegral piece of American culture
as rock or country music ., and
this includes Idaho for those of
you who are speculating.
What was once a controver-
sial underground style reserv-
. ing respect for gangster myths
and methods, rap music is now
embraced across the nation and
allover the radio waves by a di-
verse and multiracial fan base.
Rappers have become pop stars,
and many pop stars can rap.
Last year, for the first time in the
50-year history of the Billboard
charts, all Top 10 songs in the
country were by black artists;
solidifying hip-hop as a domi-
nant force in popular music and
culture.
"There have been moments
in history when black music has
exploded in the consciousness
of the country, like Motown in
the mid-60s. What's so inter-
esting-in this case is that hip-
hop has become the new main-
stream," cultural critic Nelson
George, author of "Hip-Hop
America," once stated.
He also noted that urban mu-
sic is as important to the current
generation as disco and The
Beatles were to previous gen-
erations.
Take a walk around Boise
State and you will hear urban
music booming from car stereos
everywhere. Hip-hop's popular-
ity isn't just recent. The hip-hop
audience, as well as the genre's
influence on pop culture and
music, has been growing for two
decades. More recently it has
crossed from mostly urban for-
mat stations to Top 40 stations;
a change that reflects the tastes
of the largest group of young
music consumers, according
to Geoff Mayfield, director of
charts and senior analyst at
Billboard Magazine.
"Top 40 stations are obligat-
ed to go where the audience is.
Four years ago it was teen pop,"
said Mayfield. "Now that tar-
get audience listens to R&B and
hip-hop,"
According to the last cen-
sus, 75.1 percent of Americans
arc white, and in Idaho it's 91
.percent. Today 70 percent of
white kids buy hip-hop music.
At this point, to love and style
urban music doesn't depend·
on whether you're black, white,
brown, yellow, red, pink, or pol-
ka dot (you get the point).
In the last five years pop and
rap artists have combined their
sounds into chart-topping and
race-erasing collabos. Justin
Timberlake was the featured
vocalist on Black Eyed Peas'
- 'Where is the Love?" Pop idols
Christina Aguilera and Britney
Spears have reinvented them-
selves by working with pro-
ducers like the Neptunes (half
of which will be performing
in Boise next month). Rodney
Jerkins and Rockwilder also
blur what's left of. color lines
and help to clear the way for the
mainstreaming of hip-hop.
Simply put, hip-hop is the
new American music. Urban
music and style is king. A col-
umn that focuses on urban mu-
sic in Idaho is not "black-cen-
tric" as some readers may mis-
takenly assume. To have this
"blacks only" attitude would
take us back to the days of the
whites-only water fountains. It
has nothing to, do with being
black-centric. It has everything
to do with music.
Correction
In last Thursday' 5 issue, it was mistakenly reported that The PirkQlaters have already
signed on to the Vans Warped Tour. In fact, they are still discussing it at the time. It
should also be clarified that Jay Hensley was not. In any way, responsible for the break
up of the band The Spin Doctors. '
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have' relatively manageable
chunks of time that encapsu-
late all of the great elements of
that film," Fogelson said. "You'll
get a scene that is dramatic or
funny or scary, but it's rare to
have a 10-minute chunk that is a
good example of what the whole
movie experience is. The section
that we have here has all of the
elements, the style, the attitude,
the storytelling and the action,"
The lO-minute se~ent ends
with a cliffhanger meant to drive
viewers to theaters next 'week.
Michele Ganeless, executive
vice president and general man-
ager of USANetworks, hopes the
campaign will persuade other
studios to promote their films
creatively on television.
The "Dawn of the Dead" ex-
periment "speaks to the fact
that viewers have gotten savvy
to the trailer showing the best
pieces of a movie," Ganeless
said. "The use of the Internet is
so prolific now, but youhave to
take an active role to go on the
·Internet and go to a specific site
and play that clip. The role of the
TV viewer is more passive. It's a
bigger sampling because we're
giving everybody access with-
out having to do anything other
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DOWDand·
.·Dir!Ywith
·Drew
dlsmlssaL Upon her realiza-
tion (and this iswhat I would
do in her shoes), she will tell
her sister about the intimate
relationship you two shared.
Sister B will probably drop
you like a 'hot potato' (new
term I learned here in the
Spud State).
You may get lucky. Sister
B could decide she adores
and loves you and cannot
live without you despite your
prior involvement with her
sister (HIGHLY UNllKELY).
Nonetheless, the thought will
constantly haunt her. She will
never be able to trust you alone
on the family vacations at the
cabin if her sister is anywhere
within your sigl!t.
, You can hope and pray that
the latter occurs, but you better
start praying ... two weeks ago.
Or you can simply tell both of
them that you can no longer
continue to see them. No in-
depth explanation is needed
about going out to dinner with
one sister or lustily ravishing
the other. They need not know
because (if you haven't already
spilled the beans) they most
likely never will.
Drew,
] havebftn having casual sex
with a girtfor about six montlls.
Recently, ] met a nice lady that
] took interest in. We Ilave been
on a few dates, but we have nev-
er had sex. My problem is that I
was over at her house tile other
evening and saw a picture of
her with the girl] have been ca-
sually having sex with. Come to
find out, they are sisters. What
should] do in this situation? a
would like to have my cake and
eat it too.)
Love Circles
pendence and freedom, when
there is a piece just a phone call
away that doesn't require cud-
diing after the fact?
But most want more than
a mere sheet ruftler and are
in constant search of a "soul
mate." Knowing full well that
your toy (or her toy) is not the
selection of choice, you begin
exploring potential partners for
a long-term commitment.
Once one has found a con-
nection with another, they
usually, and should, abandon
the unemotional obsession for
a more grounded relationship,
one which can fulfill more than
an hour of temporary satisfac-
tion. However, in your case you
cannot continue either -- and
I mean either -- of these rela-
tionships. Here's why.
Say you drop sister A out of
the question. When you get
around to finally meeting the
family, she will come to re-
alize the exact reason of her
No longer Dr. Drew, but the
same voice, so don't fret at tile
name cllange. Send your most
secretive question or topic
to Ilave it appear next week:
bsudrdreureyahoo.com
Love Circles,
No 111$1 for )'011,
DrewMany of us have "bed-bud-dies" and resort to them in
times of pure horniness. The
thought of going beyond that
level and becoming devoted
in a monogamous relation-
ship rarely exists with this type
of a partner. Why would one
want to give up his/her Inde-
The Von Bondies might
he thenext hig rock hand
BYBRIANMCCOLLUM
Knight Ridder Newspapers
DETROIT - It's not like the
Von Bondles hadn't heard kind
words before. They'd read the
critical praise, the reviews that
called them the next guaran-
teed hit out of Detroit. They'd
felt the positive vibes build-
ing around town, across the
Midwest, throughout Europe.
They'd heard the gushing
come-ens from prime-time mu-
sic biz players, including the ex-
ecutives who ultimately signed
. them to the big leagues.
But none of it meant more
than a single salute from Iggy
Pop.
The young Detroit band
had just finished its set open-
ing for the reunited Stooges
at DTE Energy Music Theatre Few around town knew the and England who have heard
In August. Soaked in sweat, band's name, much less its mu- the name 'Von Bondies.' From
buzzing with adrenaline, band sic, when Jack White quletly that point of view - if part of the
leader Jason Stollsteimer was took the Von Bondies under his goal is to get the name out - It's
approached backstage by the wing and tacked a song from the a horrible way to do It, but the
Michigan rock legend. quartet onto his "Sympathetic name is out there.
"You guys remind me of what Sounds of Detroit" compilation "The point I've made to Jason
the scene used to be here," Pop in 2001. As the White Stripes' and the band is: 'You're trying
told him. "You remind me of reputation blossomed around anyway to separate yourselves
us." the globe, White took the as- from the White Stripes, but now
Stollstelmer - a gregarious sociation even deeper, handing this has drawn you back into
25-year-old unlikely to be de- the Von Bondies an opening that orbit - the Von Bondies are
scribed as wanting for words - tour slot and producing their more strongly attached to the
was left speechless. stripped-down indie release, White' Stripes because of this
On Tuesday, America will get "Lack of Communication," episode. But it's still the same as
to hear what Iggy and Detroit The link with White would always - you still have to prove
already know. The Von Bondles' prove to be a different kind of to the world you're a band to
debut for Sire Records, "Pawn linchpin in the Von Bondies be reckoned with. In a wav it's
Shoppe Heart," will hit stores tale. more important than ever; be-
and make a grab for the lime- In a story that lit up the rock cause the last thing you want is
light. world's December down time, to be known simply as the band
Those expecting a shot of griz- the two bands made headlines whose singer got slugged by
zled garage rock may be startled when White allegediy punched Jack White,'''
by the new record. While "Pawn Stollsteimer in the face several While Stollsteimer acknowl-
Shoppe Heart" isn't the latest times while attending a show at edges the value of the Detroit
Pink album, it's unquestionably Detroit's Magic Stick. name in the age of the White
a polished - daresay pop-ori- White was booked for assault Stripes and Eminem, he's ea-
ented - rendition of the Detroit and got a mug shot; the battered ger to separate his band from
rock sound.Tt's got hooks. It's Stollsteimer was left with a shot the pack.
got catchy breaks. It's got cho- mug and one of the most bizarre "It's a vibe in Detroit, more
ruses you hum along with. blasts of pre-release publicity a than anything else," says
It's also got several poten- band could encounter. Stollsteimer, the band's lead
tlal radio hits, say insiders at White will face a Detroit judge guitarist, vocalist and song-
Warner Brothers, parent com- on March 9, the day "Pawn writer. "I'm not sure we fit into
pany of Sire. First up is a tune Shoppe Heart" is released, and that musically, but there is that
that's already making waves the city is already gearing up for vibe - the emotion, the angst,
in the UK: "C'rnon C'mon," a what promises to be a dramatic the aggression. We never had a
last-minute entry on the album, .day, It remains unclear what goal of being rock stars. Thank
which was recorded last year in sparked the fracas that chilly God we're from the Midwest -
Sausalito, Calif., with producer night downtown; what's certain we had no expectations, which
and former Talking Heads key- is that the relationship between helped in the end. "
boardist Jerry Harrison. the former friends had deterio- As the Von Bondies zip across'
"We don't think it's a good rated during the past two years. the Atlantic. Ocean negotlat-
thing being pigeonholed," says Some say tensions had mount- ing the swirl of marketing and
bassist Carrie Smith. "We want- ed over production credits from publicity, they remain upbeat.
ed to grow. We didn't sell out on the "Lack of Communication" That's despite the prospect of
'Pawn Shoppe Heart,' but if we days; others whisper about lin- facing Jack White in court next
stayed pigeonholed as Detroit gering animosity over White's week and a pace that won't let
garage rock, we couldn't have one-time romantic relationship up. They got a single day at
made this record. " with guitarist Bolen. home this month.
"This band has a distinct vibe Smith says band mem- Stollsteimer says that amid
to it," says stollstelmer, "and we bers don't talk much about the frenzy, the band relies on
think we captured that vibe." the incident, though she con- its stage time to keep pysches
, Warner is banking on that cedes it brought them closer. intact. A band that could once
vibe - which includes a signa- . StollSteimer's welts have healed argue for days, screaming about
tur .. twn_aIlV. twn_ulrl Iineuo - hilt hp"j; lladdled with a waterv who-took-whose-seat-in-the-
;-iti~Wi~h-;;s "its"Von Bondles rlght'~e;Iiet'efusei:Ito look at vim,' has beeo'me· -Ii· tight~kriit
push. a mirror for a week after the al- family.
"I think they've maybe felt tercatlon. "Instead of getting mad at the
themselves to be. the young- Still, the Von Bandies realize world, we take it out on our in-
er brothers and sisters of the that in a modem media world strurnents," he says. "rt's 30 or
Detroit~cene," saysPerryWatts- driven' by drama, the ques. 45 minutes of bliss."
Russell, senior vice president of tions are inevitable. As they've It doesn't hurt that the Von
A&R at Warner. "My sense is faced reporters dUring a bre;lth- Bondies breach Detroit rock
that they didn't necessarily be- less past month in Europe and standards by staying stralght.
lleve !n themselves enough, in North America, they've learned There aren't any drugs. Nobody
terms of their potential. They're a qulck lesson in diplomatic- smokes. They hardiy drink.
now startiIig to realize they can speak.. As Stollsteimer S2es it,they
transcend that." From his Los Angeles office, just work hard • and they're.
If the Von Bondies Watts-Russell says the White reaping the rewards. .
Stollsteimer,' Smith, guItar- fight has upped the ante for the "I'mproud.of where we are .
ist Matcie Bolen and drum- Von Bandies. and how we got here," he,says.
. mer Don Bluin once felt like "When I found out about it, I '''I'm not sure it would be the
.-- downt6lmDetrori's baby ~and~'-c waril:ionnrectaooillWlfat-hap:: --saullnftliis had JlISrDeell'hami;:
there's a. good reason: They pened," he says. "But there are ed to us." .
were. now moie people in America
,l.,'
KRT PHOTOGRAPH BY KATHLEEN WAYT/OETROIT fREE PRESS
Don Blum, 31, of Ann Arbor, Marcie Bolan, 26, of Detroit, Jason Slollstelmer, 25,
of Detroit, and Carrie Smith, 25, of Dearborn Heights .are the members of the Von
Bondies, a Detroit, Michigan, group that's about to release Its major label debut.
Whittling down the Whitnef:
BY BLAKE GOPNIK
The Washington Post
NEW YORK - I like the
Whitney Biennial.
I llke the Whitney Biennial.
I like the Whitney Biennial.
Those three lines were writ-
ten before I even set out for New
York, where the 2004 edition
of the nation's most important
roundup of contemporary art
has just launched.
My triple affirmation was
partly meant to fight against a
long tradition of panning the
show. What could be duller than
taking potshots at a famous ex-
hibltionthat Is already certain
to take its share of hits?
But it also had deeper roots:
If art lovers are almost always
disappointed by the Whitney's
survey, maybe the problem lies
in our expectations rather than
in the show Itself. Though it fea-
tures more than 300 works cho-
sen from across the nation in
something like nine months, we
still somehow imagine that the
biennial should be a tight, co-
herent show of excellent art. In
fact; it can never be more than
a grab bag of whatever work
happens to have been made'
since the previous edition of
the show.
Great exhibitions come about
when curators identify impor-
tant art that speaks to them, and
then spend many years shaping
It Into a show that will speak to
us. The Whitney Biennial comes
about because another two
years have gone by and some-
one's got to pull something to-
gether,fast.
Whitney curators Chrissie
. Iles, Debra Singer and Shamlm
Momin did a fine, responsible
job in pulling together this bi-
I
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Marll Handforth'. "W~rn Sun" and "Diamondllrilll"
ennial. They crisscrossed the
country, conducting hundreds
of studio and gallery visits, then
picked out 108 artists and col-
lectives that seemed to repre-
sent the most notable new ten-
dencies in art. Of their picks, 11
or so struck me at once as worth
a longer look. Ten percent. Not
a great ratio, maybe, but not
too bad, all things considered.
These curators can hardiy be
blamed if their show comes at
a moment In the history of art
that just about everyone con-
cedes to be unusually sluggish.
I dare any critic, curator or
collector to name 108 contem-
porary artists making work that
seems to point in new direc-
tions. For that matter, I dare
them to think back and name
108 artists they could have gone
to bat for In 1510 or 1910, two of
the most fertile moments in the
whole history of Western art.
There Is plenty of dross at the
2004 Whitney Biennial, but it's
the same dross that any thor-
. ough survey of the art world
would reveal. "Current trends
...correctly noted by the curators,
and represented in this show,
include 'sleepy abstraction, ret-
TO psyclledeUa'and neoconser-
vativefigurative painting.
I guess I might have preferred
a much smaller biennial that
was less representative but
more impressive. But then that's
just what any outsize gather-
ing of art essentially becomes,
as viewers wander through it
choosing to notice some works
and to pass others by. Simply
because of its unmanageable
scale-Its sprawl includes paint-
ings, drawings, sculptures, in-
stallations, soundworks, per-
formances, Web sites, films and
videos--in practice this exhi-
bition will become a different
show for every visitor.
Inside this section is my own,
private, l I-artist mini-biennial,
culled from a preview of the
museum's galleries. The show
runs through May 30.
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Dirty House, NotbDe
to clean?l'U do it!! Call
Sm 8t 898-9218 or
412-6442
Mayan Astrology Class
Empower yourself by
gaining deep personal
and relationship insights.
Explore ancient spiritual
wisdom and share it with
others. Sun. March 21 st
at BSU. Call Iris Barratt
860-1330
Free Dwarf Hamsters
Call 424-8728 Between
IOam-2pm.
Classifieds are free for
Students. Call 345-8204.
• $25 off hoir extensions
• $10 off hoir color wjhoircut
• $5 off 011perms
• $3 off haircuts
• $2 off lip and eyebrow wax1t?J~ ..71S-t1S7O I...... rUlotlooCant" 10111, Id.
Please present coupon '
at time of appointment
- ASBSU provides '
FREE ATTORNEY
CONSULTATIONS
. _ ~26-1440
with a local
private lawyer for
most legal problems
you may have,
including
divorce/family law
landlord problems
child custody and
,child BUPPOrt
collection and debt
problems
personal !oj ury and
insurance
workmen's CCllplll1Bation
claims
DUl/ criminal
call ASBSU for an
appointment Attomeys:
Margaret Lezamiz and
John Schroeder
1979 Volvo 240 Green w/
beige interior. $900
Call 461-3861
1991 Range Rover
White w/tan interior. Tow
package, 160k miles,
$4500/0bo.461-3861
1991 Nissan Sentrs
Loaded, Needs clutch,
$1300/obo 866-0121
1993 Honda Goldwlug
1500SE 2 tone teal, good
condition, Less than 60K
original miles, Loaded.
$8499887-9874
1993 Mazda MIni-Truck
Lots of extras, rebuilt
engine.$2500/0bo
412-2495
1994 Honda Accord
New Paint, 45,OOO/mile
warranty. $5000/0bo.
412-2495
1999 FORD TAURUS
SE, 70K, 24V-V6,
spoiler, 6 disc CD,
Custom wheels, abs, pwl
pi, ac, fwd, cc
$6900 863-2472
, Kiag size pl1low top
mattress set Brand new in
bag. Must sell $225.
Can deliver. 866,7476
l\1attress Set, Full Size
Brand New in package.
Sacrifice $99. Call
866-7476
Italian leather couch
and loveseat for sale!
Brand new, still in plastic.
Retail $2450, sacrifice
$899. Ca1l888·1464
Queen pillow top
mattress set. Brand new,
still in plastic. Must sell
$159. Can deliver.
866-7476
2001 Honda CVR 600F4I.
Red and black. Great
condition. $5000. 870-5864
House Oil the Bench 2+
Bdl2Ba, $113,900. Please
call 869-3273 for more info.
ACAmanaHi
Efficiency Room Air
Conditioner, large size;
$75 obo. Beat the heat!
388-0821 anytime.
Location, Location,
Location! I BR, 1 BA
duplex with Ale on the
comer of Leadville and
Howe (716 Howe). Great
deal at only $475 per
month-a must see. Pets
okay. Call 850·1314 for
more details.
Roommate needed, 2072
W. Lemp. $275/month +
utilities + $150 deposit.
484-4787 or 859-0774
Investors 25 t-aere lots.
All utilities Beautiful
views on proposed golf
course. No Snow, St.
George, Utah Finished
lots from $40K. .
HVRE 800-640-4460
~
FREE UTILITIES I
FREE CABLE TV'
Affordable
Downtown
living
Newly Built
1&2 Bedrooms
$5t 5 or $595
• Elevators
• Din'ct~" across from H,nco
• 24-Hour fitness room
• Business Center
• Secured Access
Bartenders Trainees
Needed.S250/day
Potential. Local
Positions. 1-800-293·
3985 ext 223
Wanted: Fly ft1hing guides
fur the McCall, Idaho area.
June-September season Fly
fishing experience necessary.
Idaho Angler McCall. Call
208-634-4004
Were you a~opted?
Do you have problems
with attachment in your
life? I am a Senior in
Communication at BSU
and want to make a
documentary about this
disorder. Please call '
Forrest@412-7322to
help educate others about
this problem suffered by
the adopted community!
Brand New 2002 Honda
VTX1800 Retro w/Spoke
wheels. Candy Red, ext.
warranty 75miles.
$11399887-9874
Cherry sleigh bed Solid
wood. New-in-box.
Value $850, sacrifice
$295. Call 888-1464
. WE'RE'
" HIRJ~G!
DESIGN YOUR OWN
SCHEDULE
EVENING and WEEKEND
HOURS AVAILABLE
We need enthusiastic
Indlvlduala with
excellent verbal skills.
Work 20-40 hours
per week.
• Paid training
•ellual environment
• Flexible achedule
$8.00 I hr
Please call for
more Information
658-4888
5-Piece Cherry
Bedroom set. Brand-new
in box. Retail $1450,
sacrifice $395.
Call 888-1464
Basement Apt for rent.
2311 N. 19th St. Separate
Livinglbed/bath, share
Kitchen/washroom. $300
+ Some Vtil. 343-0522
Make $$$ taking online
surveys Earn $10-$125
for Surveys. Earn $25-
$250 for Focus Groups,
www.cash4studcnts.comlidbsu
$10.50 Base·Appt
FT/PT in Cust Sales/SelVice
Flex Hours
No Exp.Necessary
Conditions Apply·
All ages 18+
<~~-cz/
Call ')l $ ,
331·2820 f~
or apply @ ~ 'j
www.collegeincornB.Cijrn
w 0 r kID rs Iud 0 n \ s, com
I
10 I
lJjusiX'Ybllhool,wIiIe)W!Ill'/I
;s39c1rtsa)'llll
College Benefitllnclude:
• S776.00P'frnonilJ
• I\Js 111<DIiitJd S1OO/mo
• 10,IXXlSil.OnlcmReJx!il
---P/us:---
lid I'*l$220.00 bt. COl ~
P'frnonilJlIXlYIlImo1llt.
kllilMrrt Nalilrd GtuiI
Additional Signing Bonul
_ S3QOQ • smo
~'IIlU~~CAll 863-3516 or 373-7218
"THE SECRET" Learn
the secret to getting
what you want out of
life. FREE 10 minute
audio CD. No cost or
obligation! Learn how to
gain financial freedom
and control your own
destiny. Find out how to
have time to do what you
want and enjoy real
security. Call (800) 627-
4780 and we will mail
you "The Secret" free!
Want to spend the
summer getting
PAID to PLAY in the
, outdoors? .
enter your
college world".
. .' (,mUne
v." ~"Hilhil~l'tlllilll\;'~~'1t1;
-"", I~".'.r)... riA>.''~JU-~WM~-
"SayY0lt care"
Customer Service/Delivery Driver needed
for busy Flower shop. Part time/Full time
work available. Apply in person at:
Jack's Flowers
420 N Orchard
The Girl Scouts of Silver
Sage Council are looking for
energetic, positive people to
work at one of 3 summer
. camps located in Idaho.
serving girls ages 6-18. Jobs
range from counselors, food
assistants. program
coordinators, lifeguards and
more! For more
infonnation or to request an
application pacl ..ret, please
contact Maria @ ,.
Hoo.8.t6.OO79. cxr.m or@
mpelayo@girLo;couts ....<;e.org
or by fax @ loH.377-0504·
Musician seeking
creative keyboardists,
guitarists, bassists,
drummers, singers.
Heavy to spacey. Cool
originals! covers. ,
have practice space. Call
Derek 890-157\
MAl THAt
RESTAURANT & BAR
Kickill'il up a notch illDolIJntollJ1lBowe
right I~ext door to OLdChica;qo.
DILBERTO
THERE IS AN ERROR
ON MY TINY PAY-
CHECK. IT IS FOUR
DOLLARS TOO MUCH.
NOW YOU MUST
Ti\AVEL TO THE
BOWELS OF THE
BUREAUCRACY TO
CORRECT THIS
INJUSTICE.
OR I COULD JUST KEEP
IT AS A REWARD FOR
MY HONESTY.
DOES IT HELP
IF I GLARE AT
YOU FOR DIS-
TURBING MY
LUNCH?
., just discovered that women here make hall as
much os men. So. In a cost-cuUlng movo.
I'm firing alt tho rnen.~
FOR TECH SUPPORT.
PRESS THE EX/\CT
VALUE OF 22 DIVIDED
BY 7.
;
H(m()S(:()~~S __ ~~
ARE YOU THE TROLL
THAT HANDLES OUR
PAYROLL SYSTEM?
I HAVE A PROBLEM.
Crossword
~. BroncoJobs
4:t.jUiJ'SJ'i'3"'iiljl'i
If you like the outdoors,
you'll love working at REII
REIIs the leading retailer
and online merchant of
quality outdoor gear and
clothing. We are hiring for
the following part-time
positions: sales and cashier
specialists. Ifyou enjoy
working in a positive
environment and
providing exceptional
customer service, attend
The REI JOB FAIR
Ma",h 20,2004
!lam-1 pm
8300 W Emerald St.
Boise, 1083704
(208)322-1141
Lookingfor Jobs
while you are a
student, Career
Opportunities, or
Internships?
OffiJtDIID~
~lliTIIIIJB
4 hours of your group's time PLUS our free
(yes, free) fund raiser solutions EQUALS
$1,000-$2,000 in earnings for your group.
Call TODAY for a $450 bonus when you
schedule your non-sales fun,draiser with
CampLisFundraiser. Call (888) 923-3238
or visit www.campusfundraiser.com
~Vourinsurance didn't Quite covor a compatible
donor SOwe slapped in 8 pig heart we found
in the cafeteria:
10 11 12 13
14
17
20
64
68
71
03115/04e 2004Tribune Uedla Servlcee,·'nc.
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